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DEVICES SYSTEMS, AND METHODS FOR DETECTING GESTURES
USING WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SIGNALS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

0 . This application clai s the benefit of the filing date of U.S. Provisional

Application No. 6 1/807, 7, filed April 1, 2013 and U.S. Provisional Application No.

61/925,105, filed January 8, 20 4. These applications are incorporated by reference

herein in their entirety and for all purposes.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[002] Examples described herein relate to detection of environmental changes, such as

gestures. Examples are described where wireless communication signals, such as

OFDM signals, may be utilized to detect environmental changes such as gestures.

BACKGROUND

| 3 ] A s computing moves increasingly away from the desktop, there is a growing

need fo new ways to interact with computer interfaces. The Xbox Kinect i an example

of a commercially avai lable input sensor that enables gesture-based interaction using an

image sensor, depth sensing and computer vision. Gestures enable a whole new se of

interaction techniques for always-available computing embedded n the environment

For example, usin a swipe hand motion in-air, a user could control the usic volume

while showering, or change the song playing o a music system installed in the living

room while cooking, or tu up the thermostat while in bed.

0 4 ) However, th time and cost to deploy comple vision-based sensing devices

may prohibit their adoption, and may make it impractical or impossible to deploy

throughout an entire home or building.

[005] Body-worn or attached sensors have been proposed to reduce the need for

vision-based sensors. However, these approaches may be limited by what a user is

wil ng to constantly wea or carry.



SUMMARY

[006) This summary is provided by way of example, a d Is not intended to be

limiting.

[007] Examples of devices are described herein. A example device may include a

receiver configured to receive wireless communication signals. The example device

may include at least one processing unit configured to identify featmes in the wireless

conimunication signals. The example device may include a memory accessible to the

at least one processing unit and storing information regarding features in wireless

communication signals caused by gestures. The at least one processing unit may be

further configured to identify a gesture based on the identified features in the w ireless

communication signals.

[008] In some examples, the wireless communication signals include OFDM signals.

n some examples, the wireless communication signals include RSS phase

information, or combinations thereo

[0 9) some examples, the at least one processing unit is configured to Identify

features in the wireless communication signals at least in part by analyzing a Doppler

shift in the wireless communication signals

(010| Examples of methods are described herein. An example method includes

receiving wireless communication signals from devices in an environment, detecting

features in the wireless communication signals, identifying a gesture based, at least in

part, on the features in the wireless communication signals, and providing a control

signal responsive to identifi cation of the gesture

[0 some examples the wireless communication signals may be OFDM signals.

[0 ) In some examples, detecting features in the wireless communication signals

comprises identifying a Doppler shift n the wireless communication signals

[0.13] Examples of systems are described herein. An example system may include a

wireless communications device configured to provide periodic beacon signals n

some examples the periodic beacon signals may be provided using an OFDM protocol.

The system may include a router configured to receive the periodic beacon signals from

the wireless communications device. The router may be in communication wit a

memory storing a plurality of gesture signatures. The router may be configured to

detect a gesture based on a comparison of features in the periodic beacon signals from



the wireless communications device and the gesture signatures. The router ma further

include a transmitter configured to transmit a control signal responsive to the gesture.

The system may further include a controller coupled to power outlet and including a

receiver configured to receive the control signal. The controller may be configured to

turn power on, off, or combinations thereof, responsive to the control signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

(0 4 FIG 1 is a schematic illustration of a system arranged in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0 15 ] FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of example gestures which ay be identified

accordance with examples of the present invention.

| 16 FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an example method described herein.

[017] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a example method described herein.

[018J FIGS. 5A a d 5B are plots of an F T of an OFDM sig al and two OFDM

signals, respectively, in accordance with embodiments of the present invention.

[0 19 FIGS. 6a-i ar example frequency- oppler profiles of the gestures shown i

FIG. 2.

[02 ] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an example method in accordance w th embodiments o

the present invention .

[02 FIG. 8 is a layout of an environment in which an example system in accordance

with the present invention is deployed.

[0221 FIG. 9 is a schematic illustration of example transmitter an receiver

placements in accordance with embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[023 Examples described herein include devices, methods, and systems that ay

identify environmental changes, such as gestures, by analyzing wireless communication

signals. Accordingly, gestures may be recognized without the use of cameras or body-

worn or carried devices. Examples described herein ma utilize wireless



communication signals (e.g. WiFi signals) to recognize gestures. Since wireless

communication signals generally do not require line~of~sight and can traverse through

walls gestures may be detected utilizing the sources of wireless communications

signals that may already be present in a environment (e.g. W Fi AP and a few

mobile devices in a living room).

|024] Gestures may be recognized in accordance with examples described herein by

analyzing features in wireless communications signals that occur in wireless

communication signals due to gestures made in the environment. The features in

wireless communication signals may include, but are not limited to, Doppler shifts,

multi-path distortions, or combinations thereof.

|025] Certain details are set forth below to provide a sufficient understanding of

embodiments of the invention. However, it will be clear to one skilled in the art that

embodiments of the invention may be practiced without various of these particular

details, In some instances, well-known circuits, control signals, timing protocols, and

software operations have not bee shown i detail in order to avoid unnecessarily

obscuring the described embodiments of the invention.

[026 j FIG. 1 i a schematic illustration of system arranged in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention. The system 0 includes wireless

communications devices 105a, 1.05b, and 105c in an environment. The system 1 0

further includes a device . The device may include one or more antennas 108, a

receiver 112 , one or more processing unit(s) 4 , a memory storing gesture signatures

6, and a transmitter 8 . The system 100 further includes controller 130 which

may be coupled, f example, to a power outlet.

{027J The wireless communications devices 105a-c ma be implemented using any of

a variety of devices including, but no limited to, routers, cellular telephones, laptops,

desktops or gaming systems. Although three are shown in F G . any number may be

used. The wireless communications devices may generally include any devices

confi ured to transmit wireless om n unications smnais. The wireless communications

devices usable with the system 0 may generally be located in a variety of positions

within an environment. For example, the devices 5a~c may be located at different

positions in a room of a house or other structure. The devices 5a c may be located in

different rooms of a house or other structure. The wireless communications signals



provided by the devices 05a~c may generally penetrate walls or other barriers within

an environment and accordingly may be distributed throughout the environment

Wireless communications signals may include received signal strength indicators

( SS phase information, or combinations thereof.

02 Wireless communications signals usable herein including, but are not limited to,

WiFi signals. WiMAX signals, LTE signals, or combinations thereof. The wireless

communications signals may be OFDM signals signals utilizing other communications

encoding schemes, other wireless signals, or combinations thereof. Generally, any

wireless signals ay e used, and may facilitate gesture recognition i non-lme-of-sight

and throug -t e-wa i scenarios. OFDM is generally used to implement wireless

systems including 802.Ua /gfa, WiMAX. and LTE. In some examples the wireless

communications signals may include beacon signals which may, for example, be

transmitted periodically b o e o ore of the device 10 5a~c

02 The device 0 may include o e or snore antennas 108 that may receive

wireless communications signals transmitted by the devices 105a-c, The device 0

may be implemented using a r uter, laptop, desktop, other computing system, cellular

telephone or other device. The device includes a receiver . The receiver 1 2

may receive the wireless communications signals. The device may further include

o e or more processing unit(s) . The processing un t(s 4 may identify features in

the wireless communications s mals received by the receiver 2 which features mav

be indicative of changes in the environment, such as gestures mad by one or mor

entities in the environment. The processing unit(s) 4 may identify features in the

wireless communication signals, for example, by analyzing a Doppler shift in the

wireless communication signals, multi-path distortions in the wireless communication

signals, or combinations thereof.

[03 Devices in accordance with embodiments of the present invention may

generally identify gestures made by any entities in an environment. Entities may

include but are not limited to, humans (including adults and children), animals {e.g.

pets), or any other item that may make gestures in an environment (e.g. robot or other

machinery). Examples of devices described herein may further be able to distinguish

gestures made by a particular entity from gestures made by other entities.



| . The processing nit(s may be implemented using, for example, one or more

processors, In other examples the processing n s) may be implemented using

circuitry for performing the described functions, which may include, for example,

transform circuitry. n some examples, the device 0 may be programmed, e.g. using

computer executable instructions encoded on one or more memories accessible to the

processing un t(s 4 . The computer executable instructions may include instructions

for performing the functions of the processing unit(s) described herein.

[032] The device 0 may further include a memory . 6 storing gesture signatures.

The memory 1 6 may be implemented using any variety of memory including, but not

limited to solid state memory, flash memory, disk drives, system memory, or

combinations thereof. The memory 6 may store gesture signatures. Gesture

signatures generally refer to data representative of features in wireless communications

signals corresponding to particular gestures. The memory 1 6 may be in

communication with the processing m (s) . In some examples, the memory 16

may be included in the device 10. h other examples, the memor 6 may be

separate from the device 110 The memory 1 6 may be in communication with the

processing s) 4 , for example either by being connected to the processing it s)

or by being in wireless or other communication with the processing unit(s).

[033) The processing unit(s) 4 may compare the identified features in the

communications signals with the gesture signatures stored in the memory . In this

manner the processing u it(s 4 may identify that one or more gestures occurred n

the environment. Responsive to identifying one or more gestures occurring in the

environment, the device may take some action.

[034) For example, the device ma include a transmitter 8 which may transmit

a control signal responsive to identification of a particular gesture. The control signal

may be indicative of a gesture, or a combination of gestures, that were identified by the

device 110. The control signal may be provided to any number of other devices to take

action based on the performed gestures.

J 35] For example, the system 0 includes controller 0 that ma be plugged into

an outlet. The controller 130 may receive the control signal generated by the device

110 and may, for example, toggle power to one or more devices coupled to the

controller 0 . n this manner, a light coupled to the controller 30 may b turned o



a d or off by performance of a gesture. The gesture may be identified by the device

and a control signal sent to the controller 130 to turn off or on power to the light.

[ 36] Generally, transmitters of wireless signals (e.g. one or more of the wireless

commtrnications devices 05) and receivers (e.g. receiver of the device 0) may he

placed in a variety of arrangements in a system. Example positions of transmitters and

receivers are provided herein with reference to Fig. 9 . some examples, the

transmitter of wireless signals and the receiver for the device that s configured to

recognize gestures may be co-located o a same device (e.g. the device . 0 may also

include a transmitter of wireless signals). In some examples, the transmitter and

receiver may be on different device which may be in a same location or may be in

different locations. In examples of co-located transmitters and receivers, directional

antennas, full-duplex radios, or other modulation schemes ma be used to reduce or

eliminate self-interference.

{037} By leveraging wireless communications signals i an environment, examples of

devices and systems described herein may provide whole-home gesture recognition

system that may no require camera or other image-taking infrastructure. Because

wireless communications signals may not require line-of-sight between devices for

communication and can generally traverse through walls, gesture recognition is

possible in examples of the present invention using only a fe signal sources (e.g. , 2,

3, . 5, 6 or 7 signal sources, although more may also he used).

[038] Gestures which may be identified in accordance with examples of the present

invention include -dimensional, 2-dimensional, and 3-dimensional gestures. Figure 2

is a schematic illustration of example gestures which may be identified in accordance

with examples of the present invention. As shown in Figure 2 , the gestures include, but

are not limited to, push (Figure 2A), pull (Figure 2B), circle (Figure 2C), dodge (Figure

2D), drag (Figure 2E). punch (Figure ), strike (Figure 2G), kick (Figure 2 ,

bowling (Figure 2 ). or combinations thereof Other gestures may also be used,

ineludins but not limited to. waving, noddins. pomt n gestures made by a user where

for example., the user points at a device to control the device, and falling. Generally,

gestures refer to movements that may be made by the arms, legs, or both of an entity.

In other examples, gestures may include movements made by other parts of a body,

such as a head, pelvis, tail, or wing. In other examples, gestures may include



movements; made by an object, such as a robot or other entity (e.g. robotic arm

movement appliance movement, or other robotic movement). Devices may detect

gestures (e.g. detecting a fall of a person), may f nd a location of a person as they

gesture, or perform other actions responsive to identification of a gesture.

03 Example devices according to the present invention may leverage features (e.g.

Doppler shifts) of eomniunieations signals to recognize gestures. Generally, Doppler

shift refers to a frequency change of a wave as its source moves relative to the observer.

A canonical example is a change in the pitch of a train's whistle as it approaches and

departs from a listener n the context of wireless communication signals, considering

multi-path reflections from a entity performing a gesture, a pattern of Doppler shifts

may be received at a receiver that may be indicative of the gesture.

| 4 For example, a user moving her han awa f om the receiver may result n a

negative Doppler shi ft, while movin her hand towards the receiver results in a positive

Doppler shift. These Doppler shifts generated due to gestures may generally be very

small Doppler shifts and may be challenging to detect. For example, since wireless

signals are electromagnetic waves that generally may propagate at the speed of light

e.g. m/sec ) an entity moving at a speed of v ni/see. ma generate a maximum

Doppler shift of 2f e * v , where f i the frequency of the wireless transmission. Thus,

for example, a 0.5 m/sec gesture may result in a 17 Hz Doppler shift on 5 GHz WiFi

transmission. Typical wireless transmissions have orders o magnitude higher

bandwidth (e.g. 20 MHz for WiFi). Thus, for gesture recognition, detection of Doppler

shifts of a few Hertz from the 20 MHz WiFi signal may be desirable i some examples

(04 Examples of the present invention may transform the received wireless

communications signal into a narrowband pulse with a bandwidth of a few Hertz.

Examples of devices, methods, and systems described herein (which can b

implemented on a WiFi AP) may then track the frequency of this narrowband pulse to

detect Doppler shifts resulting from gestures. For example, the processing unit(s)

of Figure 1 may be configured to (e.g. the device 0 may be programmed to, or

circuitry may be provided to) transform recei ved wireless communications signals into

a narrowband pulse and track the frequency of the narrowband pulse t detect Doppler

shifts resulting from gestures.



| FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a example method described herein. The method

includes operation . receive wireless communication signals. Examples of wireless

communication signals have been described above, and may generally be received from

any number of wireless communications devices in an environment. In operation 320.

features the wireless communication signals are detected. The features may include

Doppler shifts, as described herein. n operation 330. a gesture is identified based at

least in part on the detected features in the wireless communication signals. n

operation 340, a control signal may be provided responsive to the identified gesture. In

some examples, components of the system shown n FIG. 1 may be used to implement

the method of FIG. 3

] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an example method described herein. The method of

FIG. 4 ma be used to implement the operations 320 and 330 of FIG 3. The method of

FIG. 4 is an example method of detecting features in a wireless communication signal

and identifying a gesture based, at least in part, on the features. In optional operation

402, phase and amplitude information that may have been removed in a traditional

decoding process may be reintroduced to received wireless communication signals. n

optional operation 405, different received symbols ma be transformed into same

symbols. n operation 0. received wireless communication signals may be

transformed into a narrowband signal. In operation 430, Doppler shifts may be

extracted from the tracked narrowband signal. In operation 440, a set of segments of

the Doppler shifts corresponding to a gesture may be identified. In operation 450, the

set of segments may be classified as a particular gesture. Components of the system of

FIG. I may be used to implement the method shown n F G. 4 For example, the

device , including the receiver of FIG. 1 may be used to implement the method

shown in FIG 4.

A narrowband signal may be generated from received wireless communication

signals to facilitate Doppler shift extraction in examples of the present invention.

Doppler shift generally refers to change in the observed frequency as a transmitter and

a receiver move relative to each other. n examples of the present invention, a entit

reflecting the signals fro the transmi tter can be thought of as a virtual transmitter tha

generates the reflected signals. Now, as the entity (e.g. virtual transmitter) moves

towards the receiver, the crests and troughs of the reflected signals arrive at the receiver



at a faster ate Similarly, as an entity moves away fro the receiver, the crests a d

troughs arrive at a slower rate. More generally, a point object moving at a speed of v at

a angle of µ from the receiver results in a Doppler shift given by the following

equation

(045 — - - -

[046] where c is the speed of light the medium and f is the transmitter's center

frequency. Note that the observed Dopp!er shift generally depends on the direction of

motion with respect to the receiver. For instance, a point object moving orthogonal to

the direction of the receiver results in no Doppler shift, while a point object moving

towards the receiver maximizes the Doppler shift. At least in part because gestures

typically involve multiple point objects moving along different directions, the set of

Doppler shifts seen by a receiver can be used to classify different gestures

|047) Note that higher transmission frequencies generally result in a higher Doppler

shift for the same motion. Thus, a wireless communication signals at 5 GHz results in

twice the Doppler shift as a wireless communication signal at 2.5GHz. In some

examples, much higher frequencies (e.g., at 60 GHz) may not be suitable for whole-

home gesture recognition since they may be mo e directional and typically are not

suitable for non-line-of-sight scenarios.

048 Note that faster speeds may result in larger Doppler shifts, while slower speeds

result in smaller Doppler shifts. Thus, it may be easier to detect an entity running

towards the receiver than to detect an entity walking slowly. Further, gestures involving

full-body motion (e.g. walking towards or away from the receiver) may be easier to

capture than gestures involving onl parts of the body (e.g., hand motion towards or

away from the receiver). Generally, full-body motion involves many more point object

moving at the same time. Thus, it may create Doppler signals with much larger energy

than when the entity uses only parts of its body or system.

[ 49] Gestures made by entities herein may generally result in a small Doppler shift

that may be difficult to detect using transmission of typical wireless communication

signals (e.g., WiFi, WiMax, LTE, etc.). For instance, consider a user moving her hand

towards the receiver a 0.5m/sec. Fro Eq. 1 this results in a Doppler shift of about 7

Hertz for a WiFi signal transmitted at 5 GHz (µ ~ 0). Since the bandwidth of WiFi's



transmissions is a least 20 MHz, the resulting Doppier sh if is orders of magnitude

smaller than WiFi's bandwidth. Identifying such small Doppier shifts .from these

transmissions can be challenging.

[0 | Examples described herein, however, provide systems, devices, and methods

that may identify Doppier shifts at the resohition of a few Hertz from wireless

conimunication signals. The received wireless communication signal ma be

transformed into a narrowband pulse (e.g. operation 4 0 of FIG. 4). The narrowband

pulse may, for example, have a bandwidth of a few Hertz. A frequency of the

narrowband pulse may be tracked and Doppier shifts extracted (e.g. operation 430 of

F G . 4).

|051] Examples of transforming a wireless communication signal into a narrowband

pu se include examples of transforming an OFDM signal into a narrowband pulse.

OFDM generally divides the used F bandwidth into multiple sub-channels and

modulates data in each sub-channel. For instance, WiFi typically divides the 20 MHz

channel into 64 sub-channels each with bandwidth of 3 12.5 KHz The time-domain

OFD symbol is generated at the transmitter by taking an FFT over a sequence o

modulated bits transmitted in each OFDM subchannel. Specifically; the transmitter

(e.g. transmitters of the wireless devices 5a-c of FIG. ) takes blocks of modulated

bits (N - 64 i 802. ), and applies an poini Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT),

x ∑ X i N

(053| where X is the modulated bit sent in the nth OFDM sub-channel. Each block of

x . · x forms a time-domain OFDM symbol that the receiver decodes by

performing the FFT operation,

∑ i N

5 J To facilitate understanding how examples of systems and methods describe

herein operate on these OFDM signals, two general examples are discussed in a first

example a transmitter is considered which repeatedly sends the same OFDM symbol

i another example, the approach is generalized to arbitrary OFDM symbols, making

the scheme applicable to 80 frames, for example.

\ 5 ] Examples are discussed where a transmitter (e.g. a transmitter of the devices

105a-c in FIG. 1) sends the same OFDM symbol. In this case, instead of performing an

FFT over each OFDM symbol, examples of devices and systems herein (e.g. the device



0 of FIG. 1) performs a large FFT over consecutive OFDM symbols. As a

consequence of th s operation, the bandwidth of each OFDM sub-channel is reduced by

a factor of M. Accordingly, examples of devices and systems described herein ay

perform a transform (e.g. a FFT) over a plurality of consecutive received symbols of a

wireless communication signal.

|057] To understand the bandwidth reduction achieved consider the receiver (e.g. the

device of FIG. 1) performs 2Npoint FFT over two consecutive, identical OFD

symbols.

[058 The output of the FFT can be written as

Xn V " / W + ¾ + i - i

|060 Since he first N transmitted samples are identical to the last N samples, :

fo k I to . we can re-write the above equation as

X * N + ∑ k

[062] After simplification, we get:

[064] Now, when n is an even number, (l+e " ) :::: 2, but when n is an odd number,

(i÷e " , 0 . Thus, th above equation can be re-written as,

065) X 2 = ; X M 0

[066] FIGS. 5A and 5B are plots of FFT of an OFD signal and two OFD

signals, respectively, in accordance with embodiments of the present invention. The

plots sho outputs of an FFT taken over an OFDM signal (F G. 5A and over two

identical OFDM signals (F G. 5B). As shown in Fig. 5B, when an FFT is performed of

multiple (e.g. consecutive) OFDM signals, the odd sub-channels are zero and the even

sub-channels capture the output of a -point FFT on a single OFDM symbol. This

ay be understood by recognizing that i each sub-channel the same modulated

information is transmitted in both the OFD symbols. Thus, th bandwidth used by

each sub-channel effectively halves.

[067] More generally, when a receiver performs an M -po n FFT over OFD

symbol that is repeated M times, th bandwidth of each sub-channel is reduced by a

factor of M .



8) Accordingly, embodiments of methods, devices, and systems described herein

av clude ereatina one or more narrowband siunals centered at certain sub-channels

by performing an FFT operation over repeated OFDM symbols. For example, the

device 110 of FIG. 1 may perform an FFT operation over multiple (e.g. consecutive)

OFDM signals. For example, the receiver i 12 may be configured to perform the FFT

in that manner, and/or the processing unit(s) ma be operated in accordance with

stored instructions to operate n that manner. In some examples an FFT may be

performed over a one-second duration to provide a one-Hertz wide narrowband signal.

Accordingly, narrowband signals ma be generated from received wireless

communication signals. An FFT operation may be taken ove multiple OFDM signals

to implement the operation 4 of FIG. 4 in some examples.

9} n some examples, the speed of gestures of interest .may be known and used to

reduce the computational complexity of systems, devices, and methods described

herein by computing the FFT at. only frequency ranges of interest For example, since

the speeds at which a human can typically perform gestures are between 0 25 /se and

4 m/sec, the Doppler shift of interest at 5 GHz is between 8 Hz and 134 Hz. Thus

example receivers (e.g. device 1 0 of FIG 1) described herein may compute the FF

output corresponding to only these frequencies.

0) In some examples repetitive OFDM signals may not be transmitted by

transmitters used in the example system. Different data may be transmitted in

consecutive signals by transmitters in the example system. Nonetheless, examples

described herein may extract Doppler shifts from such transmissions by generating a

narrowband signal form the received wireless communication signals.

J.) Generally, systems, devices, and methods described herein may include a data-

equalizing reencoder at the receiver (e.g. th device 0 of F G 1) that may transform

different received OFDM symbols into the same symbol n some examples, the

receiver first decodes the symbols using the standard decoder (e.g. 802.1 1 decoder).

For example, the receiver may perform an FF on each time domain OFDM symbol

and transforms it into the frequency domain 'five receiver, the , decodes t e modulated

bits in each sub-channel, passes the modulated bits through the demodulator and the

coovolutional/Yiterbi decoder to get the transmitted bits. Now thai the receiver knows

the modulated bits, it transforms every received symbol into the first OFD symbol.



[0 Say ' denotes the modulated bit In the th sub-channel of the it O FD

symbol Example devices an methods (e.g. the device 110 of FIG. 1) equalize the it

OFDM symbol with the first symbol. For example, the nth frequency sub-channel in

the ith svmbol may be multiplied w th . n this manner, the received symbols may e

data-equalized to a first (or other selected) symbol. An F T may be performed on

each of these equalized symbols to get the corresponding t me domain samples. Si ce

these data-equalization operations only modify the data in each sub-channel, they do

not generally change either the wireless channel or the opp er shift information.

Accordingly, the different OFD symbols have effectively become same OFDM

symbols and narrowband signals may be generated by transforming multiple symbols

as described herein.

[073] Note that gestures may change the phase and amplitude of the received

symbols. A traditional decoder accounts for these changes by using the pilot bits that

are present in every OFDM symbol. For example, the receiver may remove phase and

amplitude changes that encode gesture information during the decode process. To avoid

this, during the re-encoding phase before computing the IFFT, examples of devices,

systems, a d methods herein, may reintroduce the phase a amplitude changes that

were removed by the decoder. This may aid in ensuring that gesture information is not

lost in decoding. In some examples, reintroduction may not be necessary if, for

example, the gesture identification process has access to the wireless communication

signals as received prior to decoding.

[074] In some examples, a frequency offset between the transmitter (e.g. transmitter

of on or more of the devices a- of F G. 1 and th receiver (e.g. th device 0 of

FIG. 1) creates a shift i the center frequency, which can be confused fo a Doppler

shift Accordingly, example devices, systems, and methods herein may obtain a coarse

estimate of the frequency offset using a preamble at a beginning of the transmission.

The estimated frequency offset may be used to compensate during a remainder of the

transmission. Further, note the notion that in the absence of residual offsets, the energy

in the DC frequency (cenier frequency of each OFDM sub-channel) corresponds to

paths fro the transmitter to the receiver that do not involve the entity making

gesture. However, with residual offsets, both the DC and the Doppler frequencies are



shifted by the same amount. The DC energy (the energy fro the transmitter to the

receiver minus the reflections fro the entity making a gesture) is typically much

higher than the Doppler energy (reflections due to the gesture). Accordingly, example

devices, systems, and methods described herein may track the frequency corresponding

to the maximum e ergy and correct for the residual frequency offset,

075] Moreover, examples of systems devices, and methods described herein my

account for cyclic prefix that may be sent by transmitters of wireless communication

devices. Some examples described herein treated symbols as being received back-to-

back. However, many communication schemes, such as 802.1 1 transmitters, send a

cyclic prefix (CP) between every two OFDM symbols to prevent inters r bol

interference. The CP is generally created b taking the last k samples from each OFDM

symbol. Example systems, devices, and methods described herein may account for the

CP by replacing the received samples corresponding to the CP with the as k samples

from the data equalized symbol. This generally transforms the received signal into a

repetition of the same OFDM symbol.

076j Still further examples of systems, devices, and methods described herein may

compensate for intermittent wireless communication signals. For example, transmitters

of wireless communication devices (e.g. the devices 105a-c of FIG. 1 may not transmit

continuously. Accordingly, systems, devices, and methods for identifying gestures

herei (e.g. the device 0 of FIG. 1) may interpolate (e.g. linearly interpolate) received

symbols (e.g. OFDM symbols) to fill time slots where no transmission happens. The

interpolation is may be performed per sub-channel after the symbols are transformed

into the .frequency domain. After interpolation, the receiver may transform all OFD

symbols, bot original and interpolated, back to the time domain and for a

synthesized time continuous trace.

077) Referring back to F G. 4, Doppler shifts ma b extracted in operation 430. To

implement operation 430 in some examples, the frequency-time Doppler profile of the

narrowband signal provided by operation 4 0 may be computed. To do this, a sequence

of FFTs taken over time may be computed (e.g. by the device 1 0 of FIG. 1). For

example, an FFT may be computed over samples in a first half~a-second interval. Such

an FFT may provide a Doppler resolution of 2 Hertz. Another FFT may be computed

(e.g. by the device 0 of FIG. 1} over a next overlapping ha!f-a-second interval



beginning at a threshold time (e.g. 5ms) from a start of the last interval. This process

ay be repeated to obtai a frequetwy-time profile.

F GS. 6a-i are example fiequency-Doppler profiles of the gestures shown i

FIG. 2 . The frequeticy-Doppler profiles may generally be segmented y methods,

devices, and systems described herein (e.g. the device 0 of FIG. 1) into sequences of

positive and negative Doppler shifts, which may uniquely identify each gesture. So, or

example, the device 0 of F G. 1 may analyze wireless communication signals to

extract information about sequences of positive and negative Doppler shifts that may be

used to identify {e.g. detect) a gesture. Referring to FIG. 6A, the frequency- Doppler

profile of a user moving her hand towards the receiver is shown (e.g. "push gesture).

The plot shows that, at the beginning of the gesture most of the energ is concentrated

n the DC (zero) frequency. This corresponds to the signal energy between the

transmitter and the receiver, on paths that do ot include the human. However, as the

user starts moving her hand towards the receiver, increasing positive Doppler

frequencies are seen (corresponding to hand acceleration) and then decreasing positive

Doppler frequencies (corresponding to han deceleration).

Referring to F GS 6a-i, note that the fiequency-Doppler profiles correspond to

the gestures in Fig 1. The plots of F GS 6a- show that the profiles are a combination

of positive and negative Doppler shifts. Further, eac gesture is represented by a set of

segments which have positive and negative Doppler shifts. For example the profile in

FIG. 6A has just on segment w th positive Doppler shift. However, FIG. 6 has two

segments each of which has a positive and a negative Doppler shift. Further within

each segment, the Doppler energ first increases and then decreases (which may

correspond to acceleration an deceleration of huma body parts in some examples).

1 Accordingly, examples of gestures may be represented by a series of segments

of positive and negative Doppler shifts. Each segment generally has either positive or

negative Doppler shift and has a beginning at a region of increasing Doppler energy

and an end a region of decreasing Doppler energy, or vice versa.

] Referring again to F G 4, i operation 440, a set of segments of Doppler shifts

may be identified corresponding to a gesture. Note that energy in each segment

generally first increases and then decreases. Accordingly; to identify set of segments

that correspond to a gesture, example devices, systems, and methods described herein



(e.g. the device 0 of FIG. 1) may compute the average energy in the positi ve a d

negative Doppler frequencies (other than the DC and the four frequency bins around it

in some examples). If the ratio between this average energy and the noise level is

greater than a threshold (e.g. 3 d i some examples), the beginning of a segment may

be detected (e.g. by the device 0 of FIG. 1). When this ratio falls belo the threshold

(e.g. 3 B in some examples) the end of the segment may be detected (e.g. by the

device 0 if FIG. 1). Multiple segments may be identified as corresponding to a

gesture. Generally segments within a particular time range of one another wi l be

considered to correspond to a same gesture. In one example, any two segments

separated by less than one second are considered part of a single gesture.

|082] n operation 450 of FIG. 4, the se of segments may be classified as a particular

gesture. Classi fication may occur by correlating (e.g. matching) a pattern of segments

(e.g. a pattern of positive and negative Doppler shifts) with a known pattern of

segments for a particular gesture. The known pattern of segments may b referred to as

a gesture signature, and gesture signatures ma be stored and made accessible to

devices and systems (or integral with devices and systems) described herein. The

correlation may be performed, for example, using machine learning, pattern matching,

or combinations thereof.

(083) n some examples, there are three types of segments: segments with only

positive Doppler shifts, segments with only negative Doppler shifts and segments with

both positive and negative Doppler shifts. These can be represented as three numbers.

e.g. '- , and '2'. Each gesture in FIGS. 6a-i can accordingly be stored as a unique

sequence of these three numbers. Now, classification in operation 450 can be

performed by comparing an matching the received number sequence wit the set of

predetermined sequences (e.g. gesture signatures). Note that this classification

methodology may be operable with entities performing gestures at different speeds.

Different speeds change the duration of each segment and the specific Doppler

frequencies that have energy, but generally do not change the pattern of positive and

negative shifts. Thus, the gestures performed at different speeds results in the same

pattern of numbers and hence can be classified in accordance with methodologies

described herein.



J 4| . other examples, segments may be defined and gestures classified usi g ore

types of seg e ts tha those described herein, or using other segments (e.g. segments

defined n other manners tha increasing and decreasing energy).

[085] Examples of systems, methods, and devices are described herein which may

identify gestures made by a particular entity in an environment, and may be able to

distinguish gestures of the particular entity from gestures made by other entities in the

environment. For example, a typical home may have multiple people who can affect

the wireless communication signals at the same time. Examples described herein may

utilize MO capability that may be provided by the wireless communications signals

themselves (e.g. provided by a communication standard such as 802. n or others), to

identify gestures from a particular entity. Μ Ο may provide throughput gains b

enabling multiple transmitters to concurrently send packets to a MI1VIO receiver.

Without being bound by theory, if we consider the wireless reflections from eac entity

as signals from a wireless transmitter, then they may be separated using a 1M O

receiver. Rather than sending a know signal from a transmitter, an entity may perform

a known gesture, which may e a repetitive gesture that may be treated as preamble.

The signature resulting .from the known gesture may be utilized by receivers described

herein to estimate a M MO channel that maximizes energy reflections rom an entity

performing the known gesture. Once the receiver identifies thi channel, the receiver

may be able to track the entity to identify subsequent gestures made by the entity

distinguished from gestures made by other entities.

[086 1 Examples described herein may utilize a repetitive gesture as an entity's

preamble. Devices, e.g. the device 110 of Figure 1, may utilize the preamble to

estimate the M M O channel that maximizes (or meets another criteria) the energy of

the reflections from the entity. Once the device (e.g. receiver) locks on to this channel,

the entity performs normal (non-repetitive) gestures that the receiver classifies using

the Doppier shifts. n some examples the preamble may be extracted without requiring

the entity to perform gestures at a pre-determined speed.

[087] F G. 7 is a flowchart of an example method in accordance with embodiments o

the present invention. In operation , a preamble gesture may b identified (e.g. by

the device 0 of F G. K For example, a preamble gesture may be a repetitive "push."

An entity pushes her hand towards and away from the receiver, and repeats this gesture



to form the preamble. This creates a sequence of alternating positive ( ) and negative

(-1 ) Doppler shifts, e.g., an alternating sequence of + J and - 1 symbols. This sequence

may be used (e.g. by the device of FIG. 1) to correlate and detect the presence of a

target entity. For example as described above with respect to FIG. 4. the series of

Doppler shift segments may be identified and classified as a preamble gesture. This

correlation may work even in the presence of interfering users, since their motion is

generally uncorrelated with the preamble's alternating sequence of positive and

negative Doppler shifts.

In operation 720, a channel may be estimated for the entity that s associated

with the preamble gesture. The M lMO channel that maximizes the Doppler energy

from the target entity may be calculated (e.g. by the device 1 0 of F G. 1). Each

segment of the gesture may be analyzed to find the M MO direction that maximizes the

Doppler energy in some examples. The IMO direction may then be averaged across

segments to improve the estimation accuracy. An iterative methodology recently used

in Ί Ί Μ Ο may be used to maximize the Doppler energy from the target entity in eac

segment. Examples of the iterative methodology are described in S. Goilakota, et. a

"Cleaning the F Smog: Making 802.1 robust to cross-technology interference,"

SIGCOMM, 201 , which s hereb incorporated b reference in its entirety for any

purpose. The methodology generally includes applying an iterative gradient-descent

style algorithm that iterates over the amplitude and phase on each antenna to find a

channel combination that maximizes the SNR of the WiFi signal. n examples of the

present invention, weights on each antenna may be adapted (e.g. by the device 0 of

FIG. 1} to increase the Doppler energ the targe entit . a some examples, this

methodology may be implemented pair-wise on eac antenna (of. e.g. the device 110 of

FIG. 1} with respect to the first antenna. For example, the weights (amplitude and

phase) for each antenna may be computed with respect to the fir st antenna. In some

examples, estimation accuracy is improved by averaging across gestures n some

examples, the iterative methodology may be evaluated on every gesture performed by

the target entity, to improve estimation accuracy. The M direction may b updated

as different entities interfere wit the target entity, and as the target entity moves.

Generally, as the interfering users change, the optimal M MO direction that maximizes



the Doppler energy also changes. B applying the iterative algorithm o every gesture,

examples described herein can trac these changes.

[089) Referring again to FIG 7 in operation 730, the estimated (e.g. calculated)

channel is used to track the target entity. For example, if the target entit has ot

moved, a subsequent gesture may be identified (in operation 740) as coming from the

target entity if it shares a same estimated channel as calculated in operation 720. h

some examples, a target entity may perform the preamble gesture again when moving

to a new location iiowever, in other examples, the estimated channel associated with

the target entity may he updated as the entity moves y, for example, detecting

movement of the entity. For example, motion (e.g. walking and running) may create

Doppler shifts which have a higher energy than gestures. Thus, the MlMO channel may

be tracked as the target entity moves, reducing the need to perform the repetitive

gesture again.

[090) A subsequent gesture may be identified fin operation 740} a coming from the

target entity if it has the estimated channel corresponding to the target entity's

estimated channel at the ti e of the gesture. n some examples, known gestures may¬

be used to provide security. For example, a secret pattern of gestures may be used as a

secret key to get access to the system. Once the access is granted, the receiver can track

the authorized user and perform the required gestures. For example, on identification of

the secret pattern of gestures, the device 110 of FIG. 1 may provide a control signal to

unlock functionality of the system .

} Accordingly entities may be identified in examples described herein through

use of a preamble gesture in this manner, gestures made by other entities may be

discriminated from that of a target enti ty.

j 2j Example systems, devices, and methods described herein may address multi-

path effects. In practice, reflections, like typical wireless signals, may arrive at the

receiver along multiple paths. Extracting general Doppler profiles in the presence of

mu ti path may be challenging iiowever, the use of only the positive and negative

Doppler shifts for gesture classification may advantageously simplify the problem. By

employing an iterative methodology, examples of which are described above, to adapt

the amplitude and phase to maximize either positive or negative Doppler energy a

MIMO direction may be identified that can focus on muUipaths which result in similar



Doppler shifts. Note that computing Doppler shifts does not in some examples require

distinguishing between the multi-paths in the system. Instead a system need only in

some examples distinguish between sets of paths tha all create either a positive or

negative Doppler shift. Thus, gesture recognition may he performed generally using a

lower number of antennas than is required to distinguish between multi-paths.

] Moreover, since a repetitive preamble gesture in the preamble always starts in a

particular way, e.g. with the user moving her hand towards the receiver, the receiver

ca calibrate the s g of the subsequent Doppler shifts. Specifically, if i sees a negative

Doppler shift when it expects a positive shift, the receiver may flip the sign of the

Doppler shift. This allows examples of devices, systems and methods described herei

to perform gesture recognition independent of the user location.

J EXAMPLE

An example system was implemented in GNU Radio using SR N 0

hardware. Gestures were correlated (e.g. classified) fro the Doppler shifts using

pattern matching methodology. The system was evaluated with five users in both an

office environment and a two-bedroom apartment. Gestures were performed in a

number of scenarios including Sine-of~si S non ine-of~si l t and throuah-the-wall

scenarios where the entit was in different room from the wireless transmitter and the

receiver. The entities performed a total of 900 gestures across the locations. The

example system was able to classify nine whole-body gestures with an average

accuracy of 94%. Using a 4-antenna receiver and a single-antenna transmitter placed in

the living roo . the example system can achiev the abov classification accuracy in

60% of the home locations. Adding an additional singe-antenna transmitter to the

living room achieves the above accuracy in locations across all the rooms (with the

doors closed). Thus, with an WiFi AP actin as a receiver and a couple of mobile

devices acting as transmitters, the example system can enable whole-home gesture

recognition.

Over a 24-hour period, the example system's average false positive rate—events

that detect a gesture in the absence of the target entity -is 2.63 events per hour when

using a preamble w th two gesture repetitions. This goes down to 0.07 events per ho r,

when the number of repetitions is increased to four. Using a 5-antenna receiver and a

single-antenna transmitter, the example system can successfully perform gestur



classification, in the presence of three other users pe.ffo ning random gestures.

However, the classification accuracy reduces as we further increase the number of

interfering users. Generally, given a fixed number of transmitters and receiver antennas,

the accuracy of example systems described herein may reduce with the number of

users. However, since typical home scenarios do not have a large number of users in a

single room, example systems may nonetheless enable large set of interaction

applications for always-available computing in home environments.

[097] We implemented a prototype on the software radio platform and evaluate i o

the US P-N hardware. Each USRP is equipped with a XCYR2450 daughterboard,

and communicates on a M z channel at 5 GHz. Since U S .P 2 . boards cannot

support multiple daug terboards we built a Μ Ϊ Ο receiver by combining multiple

JSR.P-N2 . s using an external clock. n our evaluation, we use M O receivers that

have up to five antennas. We use single antenna SRP- 2 0s as transmitters. The

transmitter and the receiver are not connected to the same clock. We build on the

GNURADIO OFDM code base to transmit OFDM symbols over a 10 MHz wide

channel The transmitter uses different 802. 1 modulations (BPS , 4QAM, 16QAM,

and 64QAM) and coding rates. The transmit power we use i our implementation is

raW which is lower than the maximum power allowed by USRP- 0s (and WiFi

devices)- This is because US P~ 0s exhibit significant non-linearities a higher

transmit powers, which limit the ability to decode OFDM signals. We note, however

that, with higher transmission powers, on can i principle perform gesture recognition

at larger distances.

(098 We evaluate our prototype desig n two environments:

(099J * An office building. The building has an external structure that is primarily

metal and concrete. We run the experiments in offices that are separated by doubl

sheet-rock (plus insulation) walls with a thickness of approximately 5.7 inches.

(0100| « A two-bedroom apartment. The layout of the apartment is shown m Fig. 8. It

includes a living room connected to the kitchen and dining area, and two bedrooms and

a bathroom. The walls are hollow and have a thickness of 5.5 inches; the doors are

made of wood and have a thickness of A inches. We run our experiments wit a total

of five users. n addition to evaluating the example system's ability to achieve whole-

home gestur recognition, w evaluate it in six different scenarios, shown in Fig. 9 .



0 (a) LOS~txrxcIoseby. Here a receiver an a transmitter are placed next to each

other n a room. The user performs gestures in ine-o -sig t to the receiver

[0102| (b) LOS txr wa ; Here a receiver and a transmitter are placed in adjacent

rooms separated by a wall. The user performs the gestures in the room with the

transmitter.

|0103] (c) LOS-txrxfar: Here a receiver and a transmitter are placed 9 .7 fee away

from each other. The user performs gestures in line-of-sight to the receiver.

[0 (d) Th gh the Wal Here a receiver and a transmitter are placed next to each

other close to a wall. The user performs gestures in the room adjacent to the wall

[01051 (e) Tiirough-the-Corridor: Here receiver and a transmitter are placed in

different rooms separated by a corridor. The user performs the gestures in the corridor.

[0 6J (f T ro gh-t e oo : Here a receiver and a transmitter are placed in different

rooms separated by room. The user performs the gestures in the middle room

[0 071 scenarios (b), (c), (e), and f both the transmitter and the receiver use

omnidirectional antennas. However, in scenarios (a) and (d where the transmitter and

the receiver are placed next to each other to prevent the transmitter's signal from

overwhelming the receiver's hardware, the transmitter uses Ettus LP0965 directional

antenna that i placed in a direction orthogonal to the receive antennas. The receiver,

however, stil uses omnidirectional antennas. In principle we can further reduce the

transmitter's interference in these two scenarios by leveraging techniques like full-

duplex and interference muling

We compute the Doppler SNR from the frequency-time Doppler profile,

Doppler SNR is the ratio between the average energy in the non-DC frequencies n the

profile, with and without the gesture. We as the use to move her hand towards the

receiver, (e.g. the first gesture in FIG. 2). The user performs the gesture in the general

direction of the receiver independent of its location. We compute the average Doppler

SNR at each location by having each user repeat the gesture ten times.

[01.091 Results versus distance: In scenarios (a), b) (d), and (e), as the distance

between the user and the receiver increases, the average Doppler SNR reduces. This is

expected because the strength of the signal reflections from the human body reduces

with distance. However, the received Doppler SNR is still about 3 d at 12 feet, which

is sufficient to identify gestures.



J. . scenarios (e) and ) however, the Doppier SNR. does ot significantly

reduce wit the distance from the receiver. This is because in both these scena os as

the user moves away from the receiver, she gets closer to the transmitter. Thus, while

the human reflections get weaker as the user moves a ay from the receiver; since the

user moves closer to the transmitter, the transmitted signals arrive at the user with a

higher power, thus, increasing the energ in the reflected signals. As a result the

Doppier R is as high as 1 dB at distances of about 25 feet

[0 Results versus number of antennas: Across all the scenarios, using more

antennas at the receiver increases the Doppier SNR. This is expected because additional

antennas provide diversity gains that may be particularly helpful n the low SNR

regime. Further the gains in the Doppier SNR are higher at large distances, and

through-the-* scenarios. The gains are as high as dB in some locations. Also note

that in scenarios d) and (f), the Doppier SNR at a single antenna receiver is a low as

dB across many positions; such ow SN s may no be sufficient to classify gestures,

Additional antennas significantly increase the Doppier SNR, enabling gesture detection

in these scenarios.

[0 With more antennas at the receiver, the iterative methodologies used can reduce

the multi-path interference and hence can significantly improve the Doppier SNR. We

note that across all the scenarios, using 3-4 antennas at the receiver is sufficient to

achieve most of the M be efits

[0113| Summary; Using 3-4 antennas at th system receiver (e.g. the device 0 of

FIG. 1) is likely sufficient to achieve gesture detection in the above scenarios. Gesture

detection s feasible as long as the user is in the "range" of the receiver. This range can,

however, be increased by spatially separating the transmitter an the receiver. Another

option is to leverage multiple transmitters (e.g., mobile phone in the living room, and

laptop in the kitchen) to increase this range.

[01141 We evaluate a whole-home scenario. We run experiments in the two-bedroom

apartment shown in FIG. 8 We use a 4-antenna receiver (e.g. device 0 of FIG. ί ) to

compute the frequency-time Doppier profile using the methodology described herein.

We then map the profile to the gestures. We use tw single-antenna transmitters, as

shown in FIG. 8 to maximize the range of our system. The transmitter and receiver use

omni-directional antennas in ou experiments. Since it is difficult to quickly implement



carrier sense on software radios, the two transmitters time-share the medium every 10

s.

The receiver and the two transmitters are ail placed n the living room w th all

the doors closed. We pick ten locations (marked n the layout) spanning all the rooms

in the apartment. These locations include line-of-sight, non-line-of-sight, and th gh

the-wa settings. In each location, the users perform the nine gestures shown in F G 2

in the direction of the receiver at speed that was not pre-determined.

[ 6J Each gesture is performed a total of 100 times across all the locations

[0117 The average accuracy is 94% with a standard deviation of 4.6% when

classifying between our ine gestures. This is in comparison to a random guess, which

has an accuracy of l.l%for nine gestures. This shows that one can extract rich

information about gestures from wireless signals. Only 2% of all the gestures ( 8 out of

900) were not detected at the receiver. Further investigation revealed that these mis-

detections occurred whe the user was in the kitchen and one of the bedrooms. In these

locations, the reflected signals are weak and hence the Doppler SNR for these specific

gestures was close to 0 dB.

[0 8 We note that when only t was used to perform gesture recognition, the

accuracy was greater tha 90%only n six of the ten considered locations. This shows

that each transmitter provides limited range for gesture recognition. Adding more

transmitters increases this effective ranue. We. however note that the two-bedroom

apartment scenario only required two transmitters placed in th living room to

successfully classify gestures across all the locations.

0 9 We a so evaluate the system in the presence of other humans. We first measure

the false detection rate in the absence of the target human. Then, we compute the

accuracy of gesture recognition for the target human, in the presence of other humans.

Finally, we stress tes the system to see where it fails.

0120) False detection rate n the presence of other humans; As described herein, the

system detects th target huma by using a repetitive gesture as a preamble. The

repetitive gesture provides a protection against confusing other humans for the target

user. We compute the average number of false detection events, i.e., when the receiver

detects the target user (repetitive gesture), in her absence. To do this, we place our

receiver and transmitter in the middle of an office room (with dimensions 32 feet by 30



feet) occupied by 2 people, over a 24-hour period. The occupants move about a d

have meetings and lunches in the office as usual. The receiver looks for a repetitive

gesture where the user moves her hand towards and away from the receiver; thus, each

repetition results in a positive Doppier shift followed by a negative Doppier shift.

(0121) When the receiver used a preamble with only one repetition (e.g., perform the

gesture once), the number of false events is. on the average, 15.62 per hour. While this

is ow. it is expected because typical huma gestures do not frequently result i a

positive Doppier shift followed by a negative Doppier shift. Also, as the number of

repetitions in the preamble increases the false detection rate significantly reduces.

Specifically, with three repetitions, the average false detection rate reduces to 0.13

events per hour; with more than four repetitions, the false detection rate is zero. This is

expected because it is unlikely that typical human motion would produce a repetitive

pattern of positive and negative Doppier shifts. Further, since the receiver requires

repetitive positive and negative Doppier shifts to occur at a particular range of speeds

(0.25 m/s to 4 m/s . it is unlikel that even typical environmental and mechanical

variations would produce them.

[0122 The system computes the Μ Ϊ Ο channel for the target user that minimizes the

interference from the other humans. We would like to evaluate the use of M1MO i

classifying a target user's gestures, in the presence of other moving humans. W run

experiments in a feet by feet room with our receiver and transmitter. have the

target user perform th two gestures in FIG. 2A and 2B. Our experiments have up to

four interfering users in random locations in the room. The users were asked to perform

arbitrary gestures using their arms. Using a five antenna receiver, the accuracy is as

high as 90% with three interfering users in the room. Further, using additional antennas

significantly improves this accuracy in the presence of multiple interfering users. We

note however, that fo a fixed number of transmitters and antennas at the receiver, the

classification accuracy degrades with the number of users (e.g., conference room

setting or a patty scenario). For example in our experiments, the accuracy is less than

60% with four interfering users. However, since typical home scenarios do not have a

large number of users in room, the system can enable a significant set of interaction

applications for always available computing embedded in the environment.



(0 3J Since the system leverages Μ Ϊ Ο to cancel the signal from the interfering

human, it suffers from the near-far problem that is typical to interference cancellation

systems. Specifically, reflections from an interfering user closer to the receiver can

have a much higher power than that of the target user. To evaluate the system's

classification accuracy in this scenario, w f x the location o the target nser six feet

awav from the receiver. We then change the interfering user's location between three

feet and ten feet from the receiver. The target user performs the two gestures shown in

F X 2A and 2B. n each experiment, the interfering user adversarially performs the

opposite gesture to the one performed by the target user. The receiver computes the

ΪΜΟ channel for the target user by leveraging her preamble

Ι .24 The smaller the distance between the interfering user and the receiver, the lower

the Doppier SNR. Specifically, the Doppler SNR is as low as -10 dB when the

interfering user is about 3.4 feet from the receiver. However, adding antennas at the

receiver significantly improves the Doppier SNR. Specifically, wit four-antennas, the

Doppler SNR increases from - dB i 4.7 dB; which is sufficient to classify gestures.

Thus, we conclude that adding additional antennas at the receiver can help mitigate the

nearfar proble

( 25| From the foregoing it will b appreciated that although specific embodiments

of the invention have been described herein for purposes of illustration, various

modifications may be made without deviating from the spirit and scope of the

invention.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

. A device comprising;

a receiver configured to receive wireless communication signals;

at least one processing unit configured to identify features in the

wireless communication signals;

a memory accessible to the at least one processing unit and storing

information regarding features in wireless communication signals caused by gestures;

and

wherein the at least one processing unit is further configured to identify

a gesture based on the identified features in the wireless communication s nals.

2. The device of claim Ϊ , wherein the gestures include two-dimensional

a d three-dimensional gestures.

3 . The device of claim 1, wherein the wireless communication signals

include OFD signals.

4 . The device of claim 1, wherein the wireless communication signals

includes SS , phase information, or combinations thereof.

5 . The device of claim 1, wherein the wireless communication signals are

transmitted from a cellular telephone, computer, or wireless router.

6 . The device of claim 1. wherein the at least one processing unit is

configured to identify features in the wireless communication signals at least in part by

analyzing a Doppler shift in the wireless communication signals.

7. The device of claim 6, wherei the at least one processing unit is

configured to analyze a Doppler shift in the wireless communication signals by

providing a narrowband signal based on a transfonn of multiple symbols in the wireless

communication signals.



8 . The device of claim I wherein the wireless communication signals

comprise beacon signals.

9 . The device of claim 1 wherein the at least one processing unit is

configured to identify a preamble gesture from the features the communication

signals and wherein the at least one processing uni is further configured to identify

when a subsequent gesture is made y sa e entity performing the preamble gesture.

. The device of clai , further comprising a transmitter configured to

transmit a control signal responsive to identification of the gesture.

1 A method comprising:

receiving wireless communication signals from devices in an environment;

detecting features n the wireless communication signals;

identifying a gesture based, at least in part, on the features in the wireless

communication signals; a d

providing a control signal responsive to identification of the gesture.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein the wireless communication signals

are OFDM signals.

. The method of claim 11, wherein sai detecting features in the wireless

communication signals comprise identifying a Doppler shift in the wireless

communication signal .

. The method of claim 13, wherein identifying a gesture based, at least in

part, on the features in the wireless communication signals comprises comparing the

features to a plurality of stored gesture signatures.

5. The method of clai , wherein said identifying gesture comprises

correlating the features with database of stored features related to gestures.



6 . The method of claim 15, wherein sai correlating comprises using

machine learning, pattern matching, or combinations thereof.

7 . The method of claim , wherein the gesture comprises performance of

a preamble gesture, the method further comprising tracking an entity associated with

the preamble gesture.

. The method of claim 17, further comprising identifying a M MO

channel corresponding to the entity associated with the preamble gesture, and wherein

said tracking comprises tracking the O channel.

The method of claim 17, further comprising detecting further features n

the wireless communication signals and determining whether the further features

occurred due to an activity of the entity.

20. The method of claim . wherein the wireless communication signals

are provided by a cellular telephone, computer, router, or combinations thereof.

. A system comprising;

a wireless communications device configured to provide periodic beacon

signals using OFDM protocol;

a router configured to receive the periodic beacon signals from the wireless

communications device, wherein the router is i communication w th a memory storin

a plurality of aesture signatures, and wherein the router is configured to detect aesture

based on a comparison of features in the periodic beacon signals from the wireless

communications device and the gesture signatures, and wherein the router further

includes a transmitter configured to transmit a control signal responsive to the gesture;

and

a controller coupled to a power outlet and including a receiver configured to

receive the control signal, wherein the controller is configured to turn power on, off, or

combinations thereof responsive to the control signal.



22. The system of claim 2 1, further including a plurality of wireless

e n uni ati s devices, and wherein the router is further configured to receive the

periodic beacon signals f om the pluraliiy of wireless communications devices.

23. The system of claim 21, wherein the router is further configured to

identify a preambie gesture and trac a user having made the preamble gesture

24. The system of claim 23, wherein the router is further configured to

differentiate between gestures made by the user and other entities.
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